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How does editing Red Pepper work?

Briefly, Red Pepper’s print edition comes out every two months. The process of producing each issue 
also lasts roughly two months from the initial commissioning meeting to the printed magazine 
arriving. Each of our editorial collective takes it in turns to be ‘lead editor’, with another providing 
backup on that issue (the exception is Hilary, who still plays a writing, commissioning and advisory 
role but has stepped back from being a lead editor). 

Everyone commissions some things for each issue, but the lead editor does the most and takes 
ultimate responsibility for the quality of the articles, the balance and character of the issue, signing of 
the designed pages and writing the editorial. As such Red Pepper is not edited by committee, but it 
does benefit from extensive consultation (including with a wider group of informal advisers) and 
political trust between the editors and others involved. 

While the lead editor often asks authors to revise, add to or restructure their pieces to improve them 
and bring out the most important points, they do not need to copy edit articles. We have a copy editor 
paid on a freelance basis for this job. He, the production editor and the designer ensure Red Pepper is 
finished to a professional quality.

Because Red Pepper has quite long lead-in times we sometimes need to cover more immediate  
events with additional articles on our website. Our website editor, Louise, has lead responsibility for 
this, but is dependent on the whole editorial team for suitable writer contacts and other help.

What are you looking for in an editor?

Time commitment
We see being an editor of Red Pepper as a significant commitment to the movement for social justice 
and a world beyond capitalism. As such you should be prepared for it to be your main activist 
commitment, though maintaining some involvement in other activism/organising should be possible. 
You should be thinking in terms of making at least a three-year commitment to Red Pepper. Obviously 
no-one can plan for every eventuality, but we’d rather people didn’t think it was something they were 
going to dip into briefly. 

It’s very difficult to say how much time in a week you might spend on Red Pepper. It depends where 
you are in a production cycle, what else is going on, what your other commitments are etc. It’s likely to 
be at least 5 hours a week, with a good deal more when you’re editing an issue. You would normally be 
the lead editor once every eight months, and back up another edit once in that cycle too.

Experience
Red Pepper has lots of opportunities for those relatively fresh to the radical left to get involved, but co-
editor isn’t really one of them. This isn’t to say that you need decades of experience in left wing 
politics. We need someone with enthusiasm, energy and new ideas as much as political nous, but the 
latter is important too. This is in part because of our commitment to serving the left broadly in a non-
sectarian way – we need someone who knows what the range of perspectives is on an issue, who 
organises around the issue and what diferent arguments need to be given space. 



Experience of editing print and web publications (including copy editing) will also be really useful, but 
this needn’t be paid experience.

Leadership
The role of editor at Red Pepper isn’t just about thinking of and commissioning interesting and useful 
content. It also involves a degree of leadership. The editorial collective does this together, and each 
bring diferent qualities to the role. Being an editor does mean representing Red Pepper in public 
sometimes, though we aren’t generally into aggressive self promotion! It also helps if you can think 
strategically, are prepared to take the initiative and bring others with you and help develop a vision for 
Red Pepper as ‘the magazine at the heart of the movement’.

Contacts
Commissioning timely and useful articles tends to depend on having enough contacts across the left, 
both in the UK and internationally, to be able to have a pool of writers to call upon –  journalists, writers 
and activists prepared to write for us without being paid. It’s also helpful to be part of a political milieu 
beyond Red Pepper itself which provokes ideas and provides extensive contact with actual 
movements for change. You don’t need to know ‘important’ people to edit Red Pepper, but you do 
need to be plugged into at least some parts of the left.

Broad interests
One of the best things about editing Red Pepper is being able to commissioning articles on a huge 
range of issues. Each issue is an eclectic mix of domestic and international issues; theory, opinion and 
reportage; economy, ecology, politics and culture. Our cultural coverage includes both left analysis of 
popular culture and of specifically left culture, situating cultural production as inseparable from ‘hard’ 
politics. An understanding of all these areas, or an idea of where to turn to understand them, is 
important.

Gender balance and diversity issues
Red Pepper is reasonably good at maintaining a gender balance among our writers and editorial team, 
but that’s partly because we make a consistent efort to overcome the way the structure of oppression 
tends to result in women not taking on such roles. We’ve been less good at including those from BME 
backgrounds. For these reasons we would particularly encourage women and black and minority 
ethnic candidates to apply. 

I don’t live in London, can I still apply?

Yes! Currently all the editors live in London, although Hilary has lived in Manchester during the time 
that she was actively editing issues of the magazine. As a result, all our editorial meetings are currently 
in London. Our production meetings are too, as the production staf also live there, and our office is in 
London. But much of the work of producing Red Pepper is done remotely. So long as you are able to 
travel to the majority of editorial commissioning meetings (there are six a year), one or two board 
meetings and the production meeting when you are lead editor, then it should be just about possible 
for you to edit from elsewhere.

Moreover, Red Pepper has an agenda of maintaining as many non-metropolitan connections as 
possible. Hilary, James and Michael are all from the north, and Emma has connections in Wales. We 
see having an editor based outside of south-east England as a real advantage, even if there would be a 
number of practical issues to be worked out. Solutions could involve the greater use of Skype, 
occasional editorial meetings outside London, and occasional travel subsidies for the editor. Get in 
touch if you want to talk about feasibility issues.



Who are the existing editors?

Hilary Wainwright has been involved with Red Pepper since its inception, for much of that time as 
editor. She is the research director of the new politics programme at the Transnational Institute, and 
the author of a number of books on left strategy, movements, democracy and the state.

James O’Nions became an editor of Red Pepper in 2009 after several years as a contributor. In his paid 
job he manages activist events and publications for the World Development Movement and has a 
history of involvement in the anti-globalisation movement.

Emma Hughes joined Red Pepper at the end of 2010. She works as a campaigner for Platform and 
teaches in the media department at the University of Cardif. 

Michael Calderbank became an editor in 2009. At the time he was a campaigner for the Electoral 
Reform Society. He now works for the Trade Union Coordinating Group in the UK parliament.


